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For information

Legislative Council Panel on Financial Affairs
Framework Agreement on Hong Kong/Guangdong Co-operation and
Policy Measures Relating to Financial Services

Purpose
This paper briefs Members on the content of the Framework
Agreement on Hong Kong/Guangdong Co-operation (Framework
Agreement) and policy measures relating to financial services.
Background
2.
The National Development and Reform Commission (NDRC)
promulgated in January 2009 the “Outline of the Plan for the Reform and
Development of the Pearl River Delta (PRD)” (the Outline), which
elevates the development of the PRD region to the strategic level of
national development, specifying Hong Kong/Guangdong co-operation as
a national policy. Since then, the Hong Kong Special Administrative
Region (HKSAR) Government has been actively implementing the
Outline, so as to capitalise on the strategic opportunity offered by the
Outline to deepen Hong Kong/Guangdong co-operation, as well as to
continue to contribute to national development in the next three decades.
3.
During their meeting in Beijing in March 2009, the Chief
Executive and Wang Yang, the Party Secretary of Guangdong Province,
reached important consensus on the work relating to deepening Hong
Kong/Guangdong co-operation. One of the most important tasks is the
joint formulation of the Framework Agreement, which would become an
official agreement between the two governments. In his Policy Address
2009-10, the Chief Executive highlighted that “to capitalise on this
strategic opportunity, the governments of Hong Kong and Guangdong are
formulating a framework agreement for Hong Kong/Guangdong
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co-operation. This will translate the Outline’s macro policies into
concrete measures conducive to the development of both places. The
framework will also serve as an agenda for Hong Kong-Guangdong
co-operation, laying a foundation for us to seek to incorporate the related
initiatives into the National 12th Five-Year Plan.”
4.
In the past year, Hong Kong and Guangdong have been actively
formulating the Framework Agreement. Bureaux and departments of the
HKSAR Government and the Guangdong Provincial Government have
held many discussions on the draft document. Views have also been
sought from the relevant Central ministries. During the process, we have
also taken into account suggestions from various sectors on the deepening
of Hong Kong/Guangdong co-operation and the implementation of the
Outline, including the motion carried by the Legislative Council in March
2009 and the results of the study report published by the Greater Pearl
River Delta Business Council in September 2009 on the implementation
of the Outline. With the assistance and support from various fronts, the
Framework Agreement has been endorsed by the State Council. On 7
April, top leaders of Hong Kong and Guangdong signed the Framework
Agreement in Beijing, witnessed by the State Leaders.
Iconic Effect of the Framework Agreement
5.
The Framework Agreement, which builds on years of close
co-operation between Hong Kong and Guangdong, is the fruit of rapport
and consensus created by the exchanges between the two places over the
years. It is also a significant embodiment of the principle of “One
Country, Two Systems”, bringing Hong Kong/Guangdong co-operation
to a new height. The importance of the Framework Agreement is
underscored in the following aspects –
(a) At the Central Government level, the Framework Agreement
has incorporated the views of different Central ministries and is
endorsed by the State Council. It has translated the macro policies
of the Outline promulgated by the NDRC into concrete measures
conducive to the development of Hong Kong and Guangdong,
laying a foundation for seeking to incorporate the related
initiatives into the National 12th Five-Year Plan.
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(b) At the regional level, the Framework Agreement is the first
agenda on Hong Kong/Guangdong co-operation ever endorsed by
the State Council since the establishment of the Hong
Kong/Guangdong Co-operation Joint Conference in 1998,
covering a wide range of subjects. In addition, it lays down the
major work plans of the two places for the coming year, and
provides a platform and mechanism for Hong Kong/Guangdong
co-operation, so that the HKSAR Government and Guangdong
Provincial Government to review progress of the implementation
work and plan major initiatives for the coming year on an annual
basis, which will facilitate the two sides in seeking more “early
and pilot implementation”.
(c) At the local level, apart from setting clear targets and
development positioning for Hong Kong/Guangdong co-operation,
the Framework Agreement also outlines specific policies and
measures under various areas of co-operation. This will keep the
local industries and the general public better informed of the latest
economic development and policies of the two places, so that they
can further build on the existing competitiveness and seize the
opportunities for expansion. The Framework Agreement will help
further promote economic development of Hong Kong and
Guangdong, which will greatly benefit the long-term economic
development in Hong Kong.
Policy Measures Relating to Financial Services
6.
The Framework Agreement reinforces the position of Hong Kong’s
financial industry and builds a financial co-operative region led by Hong
Kong’s financial system and supported by the financial resources and
services of the PRD cities. According to the Framework Agreement,
Hong Kong and Guangdong will further strengthen co-operation in a
number of areas including banking, securities and futures, insurance,
credit and bond markets, which will help significantly in developing
Hong Kong’s financial industry and enhancing the status of Hong Kong
as an international financial centre. An extract of the content related to
financial services in the Framework Agreement is at Annex.
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Banking and Bond Business
7.
According to the Framework Agreement, both sides will jointly
take forward the cross-border RMB settlement pilot scheme, expanding
the areas and scope for enterprises of the pilot scheme at an appropriate
pace with a view to expanding Hong Kong’s RMB-denominated trade
and finance businesses. The cross-border RMB trade settlement pilot
scheme was launched in July 2009, and the scope of the pilot scheme in
the Mainland currently covers the five cities of Shanghai, Guangzhou,
Shenzhen, Dongguan and Zhuhai, and around 300 enterprises are
permitted to participate. As we understand, the Mainland is considering
expanding the scope of the pilot scheme. The Framework Agreement
has provided an ideal platform to deepen at the local level the RMB trade
settlement business between Hong Kong and Guangdong, including the
related RMB finance business. The Hong Kong Monetary Authority
(HKMA) and relevant Mainland authorities are studying and discussing
how to further refine RMB trade settlement services, and to deepen and
accelerate the use of RMB outside the Mainland.
8.
Currently, Mainland (including Guangdong) enterprises require
approval from relevant Mainland authorities before they can utilize the
financing services of banks outside the Mainland (including Hong Kong
banks). The Framework Agreement supports Guangdong enterprises to
develop RMB trade financing through Hong Kong banks, and supports
Hong Kong to develop offshore RMB business. The HKMA will carry
out relevant studies jointly with the Guangdong side.
9.
For the bond market, Mainland enterprises currently need approval
from relevant Mainland authorities before they can issue bonds in Hong
Kong. The Framework Agreement supports qualified Guangdong
financial institutions and enterprises to issue RMB bonds in Hong Kong.
This will provide more financing channels to Guangdong enterprises, and
at the same time help develop Hong Kong’s RMB bond market. The
Administration and the HKMA are actively studying the development of
this area with relevant Mainland authorities.
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Securities Business
10. For securities, the Framework Agreement supports the mutual flow
and linkage in respect of institutions, products and talents between both
sides.
The Framework Agreement encourages more Guangdong
financial institutions and enterprises to be listed on the Stock Exchange of
Hong Kong and to raise capital in Hong Kong. Regarding the
strengthening of the mutual co-operation between the securities industries
on both sides, Supplement VI to CEPA signed last year introduced, via
the “early and pilot implementation” approach, measures to allow
qualified Hong Kong securities companies and Mainland securities
companies to set up joint venture securities investment consultancies in
Guangdong. Besides, for investment products, Supplement VI to CEPA
also specified measures to actively study the introduction of
exchange-traded funds (ETF) on Hong Kong stocks in the Mainland
market. The Administration and the Securities and Futures Commission
of Hong Kong have been closely following with the China Securities
Regulatory Commission in this regard. The Framework Agreement,
which supports Hong Kong securities companies to set up joint venture
securities investment consultancies in Guangdong, and strives for the
Shenzhen Stock Exchange to launch ETF on Hong Kong stocks, will help
take forward the implementation of such measures.
Insurance Business
11. The Framework Agreement supports qualified Hong Kong
financial institutions to establish legal entities and branches in
Guangdong, and supports Hong Kong insurance companies to enter the
Guangdong insurance market. Currently, the greatest hurdle for Hong
Kong insurance companies to enter the Mainland market is the very high
assets requirement. With the signing of the Framework Agreement,
Hong Kong and Guangdong can attempt, via the “early and pilot
implementation” approach, to study the appropriate lowering of
thresholds for Hong Kong insurance companies to enter the Guangdong
insurance market. The Office of the Commissioner of Insurance will
follow up with the China Insurance Regulatory Commission on this
proposal.
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12. For insurance agents, according to Supplement IV to CEPA, Hong
Kong insurance agency companies can establish wholly-owned
enterprises in the Mainland. We will encourage Hong Kong insurance
agency companies to grasp the opportunities provided by the Framework
Agreement to expand their business in Guangdong.

Financial Services and the Treasury Bureau
May 2010
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